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Stability in Small Signal Common Base Amplifiers
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Load capacitance; generally any parasitic
capacitance to ground associated with the collector
node or the circuits which load the collector.
Emitter biasing resistance.

Abstract—This paper presents an analytical study of parasitic
oscillation in video bandwidth common base amplifiers. We develop a series of progressively more complex small signal equivalent circuits based on the hybrid- model [1], [2]. These circuits
are developed such that the effect of each new parasitic element on
circuit performance is evident. The conditions required for negative input resistance are developed for each equivalent circuit in
turn. A general design ‘rule’ of
for stability is proposed.
The common base amplifier is also treated as a Colpitts oscillator.
Conditions required for stability are developed by assessing the
conditions necessary for instability. The effect of employing ‘base
stopper’ resistors is also explored. Finally some general guidance
on the successful layout of video bandwidth circuits is given.

Capacitance to ground associated with the emitter
node.
Parasitic series inductance in the base network.
Frequency dependent small signal relationship
between and in a bipolar transistor.
Frequency independent small signal relationship
between and in a bipolar transistor.
Frequency dependent small signal relationship
between and .
Frequency independent small signal relationship
between and .
Time constant associated with the unity current
gain frequency, . This parameter could be called
as it is also the 3 dB point of .
Time constant associated with the 3 dB point
of .
Time constant of
and
.

Index Terms—Amplifier stability, base resistance, colpitts oscillator, common base amplifier, common base oscillator, impedance
gyration, negative resistance oscillator, transimpedance amplifier,
transistor frequency response.

NOMENCLATURE
In this paper, small signal parameters are lowercase. Large
signal parameters, or parameters which exist in large signal and
small signal scenarios, are uppercase.

Time constant of the load resistance,
load capacitance,
.
Time constant of
and .

Quiescent collector current of a transistor.
Conductance (transconductance) which partially
models the operation of transistor. It is related to
the quiescent collector current by
in
a BJT and by
in a field effect transistor
under strong inversion conditions.
Dynamic resistance which partially models the
operation of a bipolar transistor.
Capacitance which models the frequency
dependence of the transistor operation.
Base spreading resistance of a transistor. Both
extrinsic and intrinsic parts are lumped.
Capacitance of the reverse biased collector—base
junction. It is assumed that all of this capacitance
is connected to the internal base node; that is, at
the node connecting
and .
Load resistance; generally any resistance in the
collector circuit across which the output voltage
is developed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

S

EVERAL reports of high frequency stability limitations in
common collector circuits exist including [3]–[5]. There
is comparatively little reported analysis on the common base
connection [6], [7]. This paper considers the stability of small
signal common base bipolar transistor amplifiers in the frequency domain using a series increasingly complex examples.
This approach makes plain the effect of each new component.
This paper also views an unstable amplifier as a potential oscillator, and provides a method of determining the conditions for
stability by assessing the conditions necessary for instability.
Some practical guidance on the physical implementation of
video bandwidth circuits is also provided. This information is
often neglected in formal publications, or is simply addressed
as ‘high frequency techniques’ with little explanation of what
is required. A particular HF technique which is well known,
but not often analyzed mathematically, is the addition of base
stopper resistors. Section IX provides an illuminating treatment.
The arguments in this paper are presented using a bipolar
transistor because the impetus for the work was to understand
the origins of a persistent oscillation observed during the
development and testing of a transimpedance amplifier. The
transimpedance amplifier of interest formed part of a system
to measure the excess noise in high capacitance, low dynamic
resistance avalanche photodiodes [8]. Common base connected
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Fig. 1. Common base amplifier with base spreading resistance and frequency
dependence.

There is often a preference for the use of current gain, &
, or transconductance, , when performing analysis on small
signal models of bipolar transistors. An argument may be made
in favor of using transconductance because it is common to all
transistors. In the case of common base circuits however, the
use of and often produces a more elegant expression. The
equivalence of analysis using current gain and transconductance
can be shown. For the transimpedance gain of Fig. 1, solutions
are given using current gain and transconductance. The transimpedance of the circuit in Fig. 1 is given by
(1)

bipolar transistors are attractive front end devices because of the
low input resistance they offer at collector currents in the mA
range. Several examples of common base transimpedance amplifiers exist in the optical communications literature [9]–[14].
TIAs also find use in physical measurement applications in
single ended [15]–[20] and differential forms [21]. A number
of transimpedance amplifier topologies are reviewed in [22].
Common base amplifiers find use in many applications besides
optical detection including oscillators, amplifiers and mixers
[23].
An analytical approach to identifying the origins of the instability observed was adopted because it offered a deeper insight
into how circuit components interacted to give rise to the conditions necessary for instability than is possible with numerical
simulations.
The hybrid- model of the bipolar transistor is used and the
usual limitation of validity
is assumed throughout [24].
This paper is divided into sections; each section contains analysis which builds on the prior section such that the modification to the performance of the circuit, due to each component
addition, is evident. For each component addition, the conditions sufficient for negative resistance looking into the emitter
are developed. The boundary conditions necessary for stability
are explored analytically and in terms of design ‘rules’.
Oscillation may occur in a single transistor circuit when any
electrode exhibits a negative resistance over a range of frequencies. Negative resistance may be generated due to the impedance
transforming property of the transistor. A suitable parasitic, or
intentionally designed, resonant circuit must exist to permit oscillation and to set the oscillation frequency. The oscillation described is assumed to be unwanted or parasitic; however, several popular circuits operate by the negative resistance method
[25]–[29]. The negative resistance arises partly due to passive
circuit elements and partly due to the transistor’s intrinsic frequency response. We begin with analysis of the intrinsic frequency response of a transistor in the common base connection.
II. FREQUENCY DEPENDENT BEHAVIOR OF A COMMON BASE
AMPLIFIER
The circuit of Fig. 1 shows a partial hybrid- small signal
equivalent circuit of a common base transimpedance amplifier.
It can be shown that a transistor in the common base connection
possesses limited bandwidth, and that the limitation is intrinsic
to the transistor [4].

An equivalent expression without invoking

or

is
(2)

The impedance looking into the emitter is
(3)
where
and
. Equation (3) is a first
order pole—zero standard form. The zero occurs at a lower frequency than the pole; consequently, a range of frequencies exist,
where the phase shift increases from 0 at lower frequencies towards
before returning to 0 . It is instructive to observe
graphically the real part of
and the phase of
, shown in
Fig. 3, using some sensible values. The real part shows that at
low frequencies
is given by
and as frequency increases
. The phase of
illuminates
the impedance transforming nature of the transistor. A range of
frequencies exist where the phase of
increases from zero,
reaches a maximum, and returns to zero at high frequencies.
In this region, the base spreading resistance appears partially or
wholly inductive when viewed from the emitter of the transistor.
It will be shown shortly that series inductance in the base network is transformed—over a certain range of frequencies—into
a negative resistance. Similar arguments follow for capacitance
transformation.
III. ADDITION

OF

PARASITIC INDUCTANCE
NETWORK

IN THE

BASE

It is assumed that the base lead possesses parasitic inductance,
. The inductance may arise intentionally by design
or be formed as part of a ground plane. It may be found as a
parasitic in another component such as a decoupling capacitor.
The multiplicity of ways in which the parasitic inductance can
be added to the circuit can lead to difficulty in finding a circuit
board layout and component technology which minimizes the
inductance. Several reports of IC inductor models and design
methods are available in the literature [30]–[32] which may be
consulted, if the objective is to design an oscillator.
The circuit of Fig. 2 differs only slightly from that of Fig. 1.
It may be shown that the transimpedance gain of this amplifier
is identical to that of the amplifier in Fig. 1. The base spreading
resistance and the base inductance form a series LR network
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Fig. 2. Common base amplifier with base spreading resistance, frequency dependence and base inductance.

Fig. 4. Common base amplifier with base spreading resistance, frequency dependence, base inductance and emitter biasing.

This circuit cannot be realized easily because there are unavoidable parasitic elements, such as signal source capacitance,
missing from Fig. 2, which modify the circuit behavior. Furthermore, the input resistance is quite sensitive to changes in
the value of . Obtaining the precise value from a distributed
set of parasitic elements may be difficult.
A second value of
which is of interest is the value which
is just sufficient to make the input resistance fall to zero as frequency tends to infinity. Setting (5) to zero and solving in the
limit
yields
(10)

Fig. 3. Black solid line, real part of
from Fig. 1.
,
.

with a time constant,
is given by

from Fig. 1. Red dashed line, Phase of
,
,
,

. The impedance looking into the emitter

(4)
Inserting

and considering only the real parts

(5)
A frequency independent input resistance may be obtained if the
frequency dependent terms of the real part are arranged such that
they cancel. The value of
required to fulfill this condition is
(6)
While this condition is satisfied the input impedance takes the
form
(7)
(8)
(9)

In this circuit, where the transistor biasing current flows through
the signal source to ground, the condition for a range of frequencies over which the input resistance is negative is
. If
,
as
.
IV. THE ADDITION OF AN EMITTER BIASING RESISTOR
It is sometimes impractical or undesirable to have the transistor biasing current flowing through the signal source. It
is common to bias the transistor with other components and
employ level shifting. The simplest arrangement is a blocking
capacitor between the signal source and the emitter electrode.
In Fig. 4, the blocking capacitor is considered short circuit at
all frequencies of interest, so
is connected directly to the
emitter of the transistor.
The addition of
significantly complicates the problem of
finding
. However it is still possible analytically. In the prior
circuit of Fig. 2, if the base network inductance is sufficiently
large, there will be a frequency at which the input resistance falls
below zero. At higher frequencies the input resistance remains
less than zero. In Fig. 4, a bounded range of values of
exist
that yield a negative input resistance over a bounded range of
frequencies. It is impossible to produce a constant input resistance with this circuit. Analysis to show this falls along similar
lines to the prior circuit. The frequency dependent terms can not
be set such that they cancel, consequently no value of
will
provide a frequency independent input resistance. The range of
frequencies over which a negative input resistance exists is of
interest, as are the boundary conditions. This analysis also falls
along similar lines as that given for Fig. 2. An expression for
the real part of the impedance looking into the emitter is shown
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in (11)–(14) at the bottom of the page. This is set to zero and
solved for
(12).
The denominator of (11) is a quartic polynomial in , it has
four roots. Two roots are complex and may be ignored. The
other two are real. Setting the two real roots equal to each other
and solving the resulting expression for
yields the boundary
conditions. The boundary conditions are found where the real
part of
is a minimum at zero ohms. A set of values of
is
sought which satisfy both
and
.
This is mathematically analogous to setting the two real roots
at the same frequency. As the two roots are set at the same
frequency only one value is sought, but two values of
are
solutions because the original expression for
is quartic.
For a certain set of small signal parameters, there are two frequencies at which
has only one root; a different value
of
yields each of them. Values of
between these boundaries will yield two roots. In the case of two roots, the region
of frequencies between the roots will be where the real part of
is negative. Two complex boundaries exist, but they are
ignored. The boundary values of
are given by (12). Note
that the sign acting on the root, in the expressions for ‘A’ and
‘B’, must be the same for all occurrences in the main expression. Fig. 5 shows a plot of
vs. frequency for each of
the solution conditions—the values of
that satisfy the exactly one real root—using some example small signal parameters. The yellow (dash dot) and blue (long dash) lines are the
upper and lower bounds of
that produce roots of
in
. Note that both the blue (long dash) and yellow (dash dot)
lines have only one root. The violet (dash space) line is an example value of
which lies between the blue (long dash) and
yellow (dash dot) values. It has two roots, and the region of
frequencies where negative input resistance exists is not limited to the region between the frequencies that satisfy the “exactly one real root” condition. The yellow (dash dot) line represents
. The blue (long dash) line represents
. The red (dash) and green (solid) lines represent
complex roots. The value of
that represents the blue (long
dash) line is the minimum
that will result in instability. The
yellow (dash dot) line is the maximum
which maintains in-
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Fig. 5. Plots of
showing the values of
real root condition. To generate this figure
,
,
,
described in the text.

that satisfy the exactly one
,
,
. This figure is

stability. The value of
produces zero, one or two real roots
of
. If more than zero real roots exist, the amplifier is
potentially unstable. The value of the inductor,
, is not especially significant, but the value of the time constant of the
base spreading resistance and the inductor, , is important. The
small signal parameters used to produce the plot are given in the
caption.
The problem may be approached from another perspective by
finding a range of values of
for which the amplifier is stable
or unstable for a given
and
.
may be related to the
base network through
and . A logical extension is then to
use
to obtain a range of values of
for which
the amplifier is stable with a given
and . It is difficult
to estimate values for
if it is composed of many parasitic
elements. Several methods of measuring
exist [33], [34]. It

(11)
(12)
where
(13)
and
(14)
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Fig. 6. Common base amplifier with base spreading resistance, frequency dependence, base inductance, emitter biasing and emitter capacitance.

Fig. 7. Plot of
from
of
,
,

with frequency showing the independence of the roots
. At high frequencies all lines tend to zero ohms.
,
,
,
,
to 100 nF in decade steps.

is preferable to estimate a worst case and ensure that the circuit
design parameters that are easily controlled will not result in
instability. The transimpedance of Fig. 4 exhibits a second order
low pass behavior which may be found using standard circuit
analysis.
V. ADDITION OF EMITTER CAPACITANCE (SIGNAL SOURCE
CAPACITANCE)
The addition of capacitance at the emitter (Fig. 6) further
complicates the problem but it is still analytically tractable. By
using methods identical to those used in the prior section it may
be shown that the new time constant,
, has no effect on the range of frequencies over which
is negative
given a certain value of
and a particular set of small signal
parameters. The extension to the method used previously is to
note that is absent from the analytical expression for the solution of the roots of
and so cannot influence the boundary
conditions. A graphical example is given in Fig. 7 using similar
small signal parameters as Fig. 5. It shows that a wide range of
has no effect on the boundary conditions. Note that all of the
lines fall through the axis at the same frequency;
does not
affect the range of frequencies having negative input resistance.
The value of
plays a part in tuning the frequency of oscillation in a poorly designed amplifier. The transimpedance of the
circuit in Fig. 6 is third order low pass and may be found using
standard circuit analysis.

5

Fig. 8. Common base amplifier hybrid- model neglecting early effect.

Fig. 9. Effect of variation in
on the region of frequencies over which
is negative including the effect of a constant
.
,
;
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
to 100 nF in
decade steps.

VI. ADDITION OF LOAD CAPACITANCE AND
COLLECTOR—BASE JUNCTION CAPACITANCE
Unfortunately, the final example (Fig. 8) is not analytically
tractable. It can be shown numerically that the circuit of Fig. 8
has a range of frequencies over which the real part of the input
resistance is negative, and that the boundaries of this region are
still independent of , an example is shown in Fig. 9. The collector—base capacitance, , and —the time constant of
and
—affect the range of frequencies over which
is
negative for a given . Some numerical examples follow which
describe the pertinent points relating to the base—collector capacitance.
Fig. 10 shows the effect of increasing
on the region of
frequencies over which
is negative when
is constant.
The small signal parameters are given in the caption. Note that
the inclusion of
has not significantly changed the region of
frequencies over which
is negative compared to Fig. 7.
The collector—base capacitance allows the load resistance to
interact with the base network and so affect
. It is necessary to explore the effect of
over a range of
assuming that
the amplifier has already been made unstable by a sufficiently
large base inductance.
Fig. 11 shows the effect of varying
under the conditions
that is too small to produce a stable amplifier, and
is large
enough that
does not appear to short the base to the positive
supply rail (which is AC ground), but
is not so large that it
acts to stabilise the amplifier. Note how the region of negative
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Fig. 12. . Variation in the frequency range of the negative input resistance as
when
i doubled compared to Fig. 11.
. Other
a function of
parameters are given in Fig. 10.
Fig. 10. Effect of increasing on the region of frequencies over which
is negative when
is a plausible, constant, value.
is given in the figure
,
;
,
,
legend.
,
.
,
,
.

Fig. 13. Variation in the input resistance as a function of
when the amplifier
.
= 10~fF – 100~nF in decade steps.
is stabilized by a large value of
. Other parameters are given in Fig. 10.

Fig. 11. Variation in the frequency range of the negative input resistance as a
.
.
= 10~fF to 100~fF in decade steps.
function of

moves down in frequency with increasing ; and that
as
couples the base node more strongly to the collector, the
amplifier becomes stable.
Fig. 12 shows the same range of
values while
has
been doubled. Note that a smaller value of
now brings about
stability compared to Fig. 11. Similar arguments hold when
is 20 and 200 times the impedance of
at 1 GHz. 1 GHz is
chosen arbitrarily because it is in the region of interest for the
set of example small signal parameters used in this paper.
Fig. 13 shows the effect of variation in
for a constant
value of
(0.3 pF) when
is large (50
). The large value
of
allows a sensible value of
to stabilize the amplifier.
The parasitic capacitance associated with
is ignored, as is
the load capacitance,
. Stabilization of an amplifier by increasing the collector—base capacitance or load resistance is
unlikely to be practically helpful. Increasing
will sacrifice
bandwidth and increasing
requires that the power supply ap-

pears as a perfect AC ground. Since a parasitic inductance is at
the heart of the stability problem being considered, using a solution dependent on the parasitic inductance in the power supply
rail seems unwise. Some more sensible practical approaches are
considered in the last two sections of this paper.
In sub-micron CMOS problems the channel resistance will
not be negligible. The channel resistance allows interaction between the collector and emitter nodes. A similar numerical approach can be applied to the channel resistance as has been used
for
.
A general rule for assessing the likelihood of oscillation is if
, oscillation is likely but not certain. Observation of
the real part of the impedance looking into the emitter, using
a circuit simulator such as SPICE, can give an indication of
the likelihood of oscillation, assuming the simulation models
are accurate. The transimpedance expression for Fig. 8 has five
poles and four zeros.
VII. COLPITTS OSCILLATOR
Negative resistance oscillators are found in electronic systems serving a multitude of purposes. A popular negative re-
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The real part of the denominator of the transimpedance function of Fig. 6 is given by

(15)
The imaginary part is given by

(16)

Fig. 14. ‘Common collector’ Colpitts oscillator with collector load resistance.

Setting the imaginary part (16) to zero and solving yields
sistance oscillator is the circuit after Colpitts [29], [35]–[37],
reports of both bipolar [38] and FET [39] topologies exist in
the literature. The common collector Colpitts oscillator bears
strong resemblance to the amplifier circuits considered in this
paper. Fig. 14 is nearly a standard form of the Colpitts oscillator. The base emitter diffusion capacitance is lumped with an
external capacitance into .
is the source capacitance,
is the emitter biasing resistance,
and
bias the transistor
and
is the parasitic base inductance.
is a ‘base stopper’
resistor.
grounds the base for AC signals. The introduction
of the collector load resistor to the oscillator is not significant
provided
is small. If
is sufficiently large that significant
coupling exists between the base and collector at the frequencies
of interest, then increasing
tends to increase the resistance
looking into the emitter, eventually making it positive. For this
reason, a true common collector Colpitts oscillator has no intentional elements in its collector circuit. In this paper it is assumed
that
is relatively low valued such that
does not limit the
high frequency performance. A compatible assumption is that
is insufficiently large to prevent
becoming negative.

VIII. ANALYSIS OF THE COMMON BASE AMPLIFIER FROM AN
OSCILLATOR’S PERSPECTIVE
Up to this point it has been assumed that the desirable circuit
function is amplification. If, however, we treat the common base
amplifier as a common collector Colpitts oscillator, and allow
the collector load resistor to remain, the circuit has two possible
modes of operation. The stability of the amplifier may be discovered by considering its merits as an oscillator.
Ignoring
and
, the circuit of Fig. 14 has the small signal
representation given in Fig. 6. The circuit may be analyzed to
find the frequency of oscillation as a function of the circuit parameters. A further value of interest is the minimum transconductance required for oscillation to begin.

(17)
It is possible to find the value of a particular component which
will yield the minimum transconductance required for oscillation. This is accomplished by substituting (17) into the real part
(15) and differentiating the resulting expression with respect to
the component in question. For example, to find the value of
that requires the minimum transconductance for oscillation—all
other parameters being defined and held constant—substitute
into the real part and differentiate with respect to
. Setting the result to zero and solving for
yields

(18)
For a particular set of small signal parameters, the value of
given by (18) will yield oscillation with the minimum device
transconductance. The frequency of oscillation for this, minimum transconductance, value of
is found by back substitution into (17).
IX. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF INCREASING
SPREADING RESISTANCE

THE

BASE

A common method of stabilizing an oscillating amplifier is
the addition of a resistance which increases the base spreading
resistance, . In Fig. 14 this extra base resistance is labeled
. It is illuminating to plot the minimum transconductance
as a function of an example circuit parameter
as —now
taken to be the sum of and
—varies. Unfortunately,
is
linked to
, and the interaction between them clouds the picture. Therefore we assume that the oscillator designer adds an
extra capacitance in parallel with
, such that the combination of the two ( in Fig. 14) does not vary significantly with
. This is common practice. The effect of increasing on the
necessary
required for oscillation is shown in Fig. 15. Small
signal parameters are given in the caption.

A. Oscillation Frequency
The method of analysis can be found in a standard text such
as [40]. The principle is to provide an initial excitation and find
the gain due to the excitation. The excitation may take the form
of a voltage or current source. The placement of the source must
be such that when it is removed the network is not modified. For
oscillation to begin, a frequency must exist where both the real
and imaginary parts of the denominator of the transimpedance
function fall to zero.

X. PRACTICAL METHODS OF ASSESSING OSCILLATION
A spectrum analyzer provides a productive method of assessing oscillation on the test bench. A free object possessing
capacitance to ground is also useful. The circuit under observation is connected to the analyzer. The background signals should
be recorded prior to applying power. The circuit may not oscillate immediately, particularly if it is cold. Oscillation in the
RF region will often result in a waveform consisting of several
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should be sought. It is unfortunately more difficult to show that
a circuit does not oscillate than to show the opposite.
XI. HIGH FREQUENCY TECHNIQUES

Fig. 15. Plot showing the value of
for several values of .
.

required for oscillation as a function of
,
,
,

harmonics. As the active device(s) increase in temperature from
cold to the operating temperature, a shift in oscillation frequency
may be observed. Once the oscillation frequency has stabilized,
it is sometimes possible to lower the frequency of oscillation by
bringing an object close to the circuit. This principle underpins
several musical instruments including the Theramin [41]. The
emitter node is particularly sensitive in the common base amplifier configuration. The magnitude of the frequency variation
is dependent on the magnitude of the additional capacitance to
ground formed by the object, with respect to the capacitances
already present in the circuit.
It most circuit designs, a common base amplifier will not
drive a transmission line directly. The output impedance of a
common base amplifier is approximately equal to
so a buffer
amplifier is often used. If the buffer has insufficient bandwidth
to reproduce the oscillation frequency, it will be difficult to observe it directly using an analyzer. Assuming that the buffer amplifiers have insufficient bandwidth, their action on the oscillation signal is likely to be rectification. A baseband output having
a large variation in DC offset, when an object possessing capacitance to ground1 is brought near to the RF common base stage,
is suggestive of oscillation. In such situations, near field probes
may be used with an analyzer to observe the oscillation. Note
that any wide band active circuit’s DC offset will rise to some
degree when an object is brought near, because the object acts
as an antenna and background signals are capacitively coupled
into the amplifier. In the case of oscillation, however, the DC
shift is likely to be more pronounced as the amplitude of the
oscillation will change as the circuit capacitances increase. One
may also find that quiescent DC voltages in the RF amplifier are
unusually sensitive to foreign objects and physical disturbance.
‘Wiggling’ the DC power input connector on the circuit board a
little may cause significant changes in quiescent conditions for
a short period. If this kind of behavior is observed, oscillations
1The

author has found that his hand is sufficiently effective.

Practical methods regarding the physical requirements of
high frequency circuits which function as designed are often
neglected or summarized as ‘high frequency techniques’.
High speed transistor circuits, especially those run at higher
quiescent currents and so larger transconductances, are more
susceptible to oscillation when inappropriate board layout and
construction is employed. Below are the points that have been
found most useful in helping to achieve a stable amplifier.
• Minimize stray inductance and capacitance in the layout.
Reduce the board area taken up by RF stages. Increase
track widths. This decreases self inductance of the track.
Increase distance between track and ground plane. This
decreases capacitance to ground. Only run electrically long
traces which are driven by low impedances.
• Avoid ground planes under high speed transistor amplifiers and operational amplifier stages. This decreases capacitance to ground.
• Ensure microwave transistor emitters are well connected;
connect all the emitter tags. This reduces the resistance and
inductance in series with the emitter.
• When decoupling nodes to ground, use a range of capacitances. For example 220 , 220 nF and 100 pF in parallel.
Ensure that the smallest value capacitance is closest to the
node. Aluminum electrolytic capacitors become quite inductive as frequency increases.
• Connect top and bottom ground planes together at regular
intervals. Connections should be spaced less than 1/10th
of the wavelength that corresponds to the unity power gain
frequency of the active devices.
• Ground planes must not be permitted to appear as transmission lines, because there will be no common ground
reference for the circuits on the board. The transistor in
common base mode views the signal source with respect
to the base node, not with respect to wherever the signal
source ground enters the circuit board, or any other location in between the two. If the ground plane possesses significant parasitic inductance over the distance between the
location of the signal source ground and the location of the
transistor base ground, the circuit stability will be compromised.
• Decouple all power supplies at the terminals of all active
devices and circuit stages.
Sometimes, ensuring the layout is well conceived is not
sufficient to prevent oscillation. In these cases, extra components must be added to: 1) make the impedances larger at high
frequencies, 2) damp resonances or 3) increase the transconductance necessary for oscillation. Many methods of achieving
these aims exist, but the additional general guidance below has
proved useful.
• Use extra base resistance sparingly. Increasing the base
resistance reduces gain, reduces bandwidth and carries a
high noise penalty [8]. If frequencies are sufficiently low,
a ferrite bead may be used instead.
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• Use several active devices in parallel to lower the individual transconductance, but maintain the ensemble
transconductance. This carries a noise benefit. Multiple
devices may be used in conjunction with an extra base resistance such that the noise penalty of the extra resistance
is partially mitigated [8], [42].
• In some cases, a Zobel network—image filter—is a viable alternative to increasing the base spreading resistance
without suffering the same speed, gain or noise penalty.
For example, a Zobel network connected from the gate to
drain of a power FET operating as a source follower can
prevent the impedance looking into the gate becoming negative at high frequencies, due to a capacitive load on the
source.

XII. CONCLUSION
Analytical results have been developed for a series of progressively more complex common base small signal amplifier
models which address the nature of, and conditions necessary
for, instability. The common base amplifier has been treated as
a Colpitts oscillator and the conditions necessary for oscillation
established by a second method. The common practice of using
a ‘base stopper’ resistor has been explored. A general design
rule for avoiding oscillation
has been given. Practical approaches to observing oscillation and recovering an oscillating amplifier have been discussed.
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